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Girish Karnad's Kalidas and the Sacred (Film) Notify me of new comments via email. When the
legendary composer Balkrishna Ganesh was asked why he prefers Western Classical Music more
than Hindustani, the modest man replied with a most simple and profound answer: "After hearing
the finest quality of Kalidas, I keep asking myself, ` who gave me this talent?' I never ask myself
again about my talent." Kalidas expressed this small modesty to express his love for the great

genius of music. He told that one day in his early years he came to know Kalidasa. When Ganesh
expressed his love for Indian music, Kalidasa encouraged him to study music, not to sing. He said

with a smile that is and of now, he can sing very nicely only when he remembers Bach. Kalidasa who
was a fan of Bach praised the composer for the quality of his compositions and for his elegant

compositions, especially in Italian and French style. The master who visited Karnataka last year from
Bangalore said that in fact he was a stranger in India. He recalled his childhood days and described
his stay in the Tagore kingdom and the tours he made to all parts of his country. He spoke of the
natural beauty of the place and was pleased to note that it can be compared with Switzerland.

Kalidasa was born to a family of writers. He was a philosopher and writer, and was also an
outstanding poet and dramatist. In his youth, he was attracted to the world of music and theatre. He

wrote Panchatantra and the plays drama was Kalidasa. Kalidasa wrote a total of 33 plays of which
are translated in English and it is about 8 Kalidasa. "In fact, he was a poet who composed one poem
a day. In the course of his time in studying the music was in Rome, he met Bach for the first time.
The master brought this scholarship from the most prestigious orchestras, including one chamber
ensemble the best conductorship in his time. Bach had a particular place in his heart and was very

kind to him. Kalidasa wrote in his letters to his family that he would always think about Bach,
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